Name :

Mean

Integers: S2

1) Dan owns a pet store. He records the weights of five puppies as 2 lb, 3 lb,

4 lb, 5 lb, and 6 lb. Determine the mean weight of the puppies.

2) Ms. Jenkins picked up 3 items for her class project. The prices of the items
were as follows: S15, S18, and S12. What was the mean price of the items?
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5) Kevin caught the following number of fish each hour for three hours: 15,

18, and 9. Find the mean number of fish caught by Kevin.
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Name :

Answer Key

Mean

Integers: S2

1) Dan owns a pet store. He records the weights of five puppies as 2 lb, 3 lb,

4 lb, 5 lb, and 6 lb. Determine the mean weight of the puppies.

4 lb
2) Ms. Jenkins picked up 3 items for her class project. The prices of the items
were as follows: S15, S18, and S12. What was the mean price of the items?
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5 feet
5) Kevin caught the following number of fish each hour for three hours: 15,

18, and 9. Find the mean number of fish caught by Kevin.

14 fish
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